The Oxford Revision Series: Investment Management summarizes the key concepts and practices of investment management which are essential to understanding this important subject. This revision book provides a succinct exposition of all the main topics of investment. It is divided into several chapters covering the workings and supervision of the financial markets as well as the types of financial assets available for investment. Topics such as modern portfolio theory, the capital asset pricing model, the efficient market hypothesis and the valuation of securities are also included to give readers a balanced and thorough understanding of the key areas in investment.

Key Features
- Designed in line with the undergraduate syllabus of investment management prescribed in Malaysian public and private universities.
- Contains wide topic coverage suitable for quick revision of investment management.
- Highlights the key contents and computations via worked examples, suitable figures and tables for quick review and recall.
- Provides ample application questions with modelled answers after all chapters for self-test or group study.
- Provides a glossary for ease of understanding key concepts in the text.
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